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Engage. Educate. Inspire. 
 
Robotics programs are steadily being adopted into schools across the nation as a hands-on method of teaching 
complex STREAM concepts, innovation and problem-solving skills, which are in increasing demand today. 

For nearly a decade, Robot City has been a premier after-school and summer camp enrichment provider that offers 
exciting curriculum designed to spark students’ interest and knowledge in STREAM-related fields through robotics 
projects. Our philosophy is to engage, educate and inspire young minds! 

OPEN POSITIONS: After-School Robotics Lead Instructor 
 
Robot City West is seeking multiple after-school instructors who are passionate about working with children and 
teaching STREAM-related curriculum. Ideal candidates will be a master of engaging the interest and attention of 
children, organized and skilled communicators. Experience teaching elementary school students preferred. Classes 
involve building robots, DIY robotics projects, and programmable robots that each student completes with the help 
of the assigned instructor. Experience with robotics helpful but not required. Prepared curriculum and field 
challenges provided, and instructors are welcome to customize it as they prefer.  
 

Schedule and Hours 
 After-school instructor - Instructors may choose to conduct anywhere from 2 to 7 one-hour workshops on a 

weekly basis at their assigned local elementary schools mostly in the Poway Unified School District. Our fall, 
winter and spring programs are typically 8 weeks in length and run Monday – Thursday during the time 
frame of 2:00 – 4:30 p.m. 

 

 Additional hours - For those interested, additional hours are available to lead camps, manage supplies, 
design curriculum, prepare kits, write communications and create learning activities. 

 

Compensation and Training 
Compensation is paid as a flat-rate: $50 for each one-hour after-school workshop. Up to $400/week. Paid training.  
 

Responsibilities and Requirements  
 Have reliable transportation to and from schools 
 Drop off and pick up materials at nearby office each week 
 Complete and pass a DOJ background check and a TB Test 
 Have valid CPR certification (on line courses not accepted) 

 
Be a part of Robot City West’s after-school program team in San Diego! Please email a cover letter, resume and two 
professional references to gail@robotcityworkshopwest.com to apply or to make any inquiries. 


